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Should I turn to the east?
to the west.
to the north
to the south
to the right
to the left
at the traffic light
on the other side of the boulevard
at the corner
across the bridge
inside the station
outside the building
opposite the city hall
beside the café
in front of the house
behind the school
straight ahead from the square
in the middle of the circle
forward
backward
in this direction
Is it near?
What is the distance?
How does one go there?
Can I walk there?
Which is the fastest way?
Am I going in the right direction?
Listen and comprehend!
Making yourself understood

—

—

You know we are talking about writing, right?
Writing.
We are talking about writing.
We are not talking about reading.
We are talking about writing.
About writing a book,
writing words down
making thoughts cohesive.
And then there is this question
of whether or not
we can write about things
that we haven’t experienced beforehand.
We are talking about writing, man.
—

—
By no means I am able to talk about writing again.
Oh, that’s already too late, I just started.
By means of a mouth
moving with just the necessary care
to make slightly recognisable sounds.

—

(pick-up the huge mouth on the wall)
—

Can you move your mouth wider, please?
Can you be more articulate?
—

—
By means of self-reference

that allows people to say a lot
on barely nothing.
—

—

Which is definitely not your case, I know.
—

—
By means of muscles
that are orchestrated by electrical pulses
and some chemicals we’re not even aware of.
By means of an intention
or some chemicals we’re not even aware of.
By means mental images that are represented
by means of words that are also mental images
by means of associations
with outside images
and outside sounds,
that you accumulated over time
by means of a vocabulary within your mother tongue,
that is replaced here
by means of translation into another language
foreign words made out of familiar letters
arranged by means of a specific style.
printed here
by means of a body text,
with a specific body size.
(put the huge mouth back on the wall)
Astonishing, isn’t it?

—
No one
—

Now, listen and comprehend.
Repeat after me:
No one
—

—
can ever say
—

—
can ever say
—

—
anything
—

—
anything
—

—
by no means! /
—

—
/ by no means!
—

What do you mean by no means?
This sentence makes no sense.
but i think i know what you mean,
in fact, there is this story that im reminded of
there was this lady who’s child went to the same school as
my child
we would often meet and chat while waiting for the kids
she told me she always had trouble with forgetting
and more specifically
with forgetting to take the clothes iron out of the plug
you know its really dangerous
it can over heat and start a fire
so anyway, this particular day
she told me she had finally found a way
of not forgetting to take the clothes iron out of the plug
anymore.
Do you know how?

By always putting it inside her purse whenever she left
the house.
—

—
Even telepathy is only possible
through something,
at least that’s what people say,
people that use telepathy more often than we do.
yeah and you know what
like
this is all mambo jambo
there is this idea that maybe you can’t write
about anything outside your scope of experience
but then it’s like… i don’t know
weak
because like…
think about it,
there is this book
which is basically a man and a coyote
talking about perception,
so unless you know
this dude is the coyote whisperer or some shit
he is very much writing about something he has no first
hand experience in,
though it falls within
a long tradition of humanising animals
which is quite recurrent in how animals are dealt with, in
fiction…

—
But you know that all he’s doing
is taking a selfie dressed in a coyote costume.

—

He is making a caricature of himself
for explanatory purposes.
He is being as flat as a photograph!
We both know that figures don’t lie,
but liars can figure!
Let’s read a poem.
—

—

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /
and recount
and release and realize myself

and I begin here /
counting here this beginning /
and I again begin /

by living in a sort of travel
listen and comprehend the directions:
which end
is its beginning
which is why I begin to spin
to write one thousand pages
write one thousand one pages
to finish the writing
to begin the writing
to finish-begin the writing
and so
I again begin

I release and retrace
to write on writing was
the writing’s future

was
the writing’s future

I overwrite
I superscribe
a superslave
in one thousand nights

a superslave
in one thousand nights

one thousand pages
or one page
in one night
which is the same
nights and pages
same /

nights and pages
same

—

—
I love this poem, but I never understood:
How many words can fit in one night?
I mean,
How many nights can fit in one page?

—

—

Less than a moon cycle
fow show
—

—
My gut feeling tells me
that it definitely has to do with how sharp your tongue is
As the old saying used to say

The sharper the pencil /
thinner is the line /

The sharper the pencil /
thinner is the line /

The thinner the line /
smaller is the letter /

The thinner the line /
smaller is the letter /

The smaller the letter /
bigger is the amount of words /
you can write on a page in one night. /

The smaller the letter /
bigger is the amount of words /
you can write on a page in one night. /

—

—
But you can keep adding words, right?
over and over
one on top of each other
until the night gets so dense
that your pencil drills a black hole
through the completely covered
black surface of the page.

—
you mean,
to write a navel-of-the-world-book?
or a navel-of-the-book-world?
where the book is the travel
a travel book
so then I turn and return
since by returning
I begin again and finally realize a book
where every page of the book matters
and every line of a page
and every word of a line
is the matter
of the book
of the word
of the line
of the page
of the book
a book that essays the book
every book is a book of essays

—

of essays of the book
—

—

—
Please, listen and comprehend
speak more clearly and slowly.
—

I have nothing else to declare.
(move the table, showing the objects to the audience)

—

—

In this suitcase I have gifts.
I cannot open the suitcase.
All this is for my personal use.
There is nothing here but clothing.
That’s all I have
clothing
indigestions
and a broken glass
Please, regulate my watch.
I think I have something in my eye.
My clock gains time,
my clock loses time.
it’s contagious!
So, please notify my husband
my wife
my friend
I think I need a doctor
an American doctor
a doctor who speaks Tupi-guarani.

I have something to declare.
In this suitcase I have gifts.
The five pieces to your left
to your right
are mine.
Must I open everything?
All this is for my personal use.
There is nothing here but clothing.
That is all I have.
I have more things to declare.
—

—

(stop moving the table around)
Ok, but first
I think we need an interpreter, here.
Which one do you want?
a tree trunk or a scalpel?
(pick the stamp)

(pick the stamp)

Good choice.
—

—
Now
just try to read my mind,
and I will try to read yours.
In the meantime,
we have to make an effort together,
in order to help each other
with this task.

—
That’s what we have been doing already.

—

I once read in an old book
written by an ancient philosopher,
who was called Menastor,
—

—
How is he called?

—

—

Menastor
Menástor?
I don’t know how to pronounce it properly
but I can spell it for you
(playing flute)
He was saying that it was possible,
by means of a certain art
to make known to a friend, however far distant
the concept in our mind
without words
without books
and without any sort of messenger
but still
with the greatest accuracy,
greatest precision
and the greatest secrecy as well
—

—
that seems pretty out there man
you know

because like, there is a certain economy of information at
stake in this...
there is this thing right
i mean, if you got what i said
or i got what you said completely 1:1
it would mean that i would be you and you would be me,
and like, we both know that is not true!
I am me and you are you
and there is nothing we can do about it, nothing!
there is a certain loss which is present in any
communication system
and you know, that’s kind of cool
because this allows, i don’t know, some sort of gaps and
black holes
and this exchange becomes the site for something to be
made,
something to be made out of this exchange.
—

—

But you know what happened to this book?
Because of a distracted librarian,
it was misplaced
in the Black Magic section.
This created a huge confusion
and it got included in the list
of forbidden books by the catholic church.
But I suppose the librarian didn’t have a choice, though.
They didn’t have a Cryptography section back then,
that’s why.
—

—
What a coincidence!

Because a year ago in Strasbourg,
some neuroscientists and robotic engineers
made progress towards Menastor’s ancient art then.
Did you know that?
They showed that in fact it is possible
to send mental messages between two people
that were five thousand miles apart,
without using any of the five senses.
All you need is
a wi-fi electro-encephalograph cap,
through which one’s thoughts
could be translated into two kinds of electrical pulses.
After some mind training
to acquire the control over the two kind of pulses
one could build a sequence of letters with binary code.
After mentalizing the whole sequence through,
the letters were then emailed to the other person
where another wi-fi machine, non-invasive wi-fi machine,
would convert the binary message into electrical pulses
again.
The pulses then were directed straight to the lobe
responsible for controling sight in the receiver’s brain.
and that would provoke a sequence of flashes in the
receiver’s mind.
Phosphenes:
that’s how it is called when you see light
without light entering your eyes.
Did you also know that?

—

—

actually something very similar to this process is how
octopus communicate.
Do you know how octopus communicate?
They communicate through the cromatophores in their skin
which allows them to both shift color at will
and also make patterns on their skin.
In fact, the relationship between Strasbourg and octopus
goes even further, because some nut guys from Silicon
Valley
see the octopus as the new paradigm in communication
you know,
because they can literally wear their thoughts on their
skin.
—

—
‘Wearing your heart on your sleeve’ gets a whole new
meaning!

—

—

Yeah, so these people see that
as the way we will communicate
once we can be immersed in virtual reality.
—

—
oh yeah .......just like second life,
really
just like second life
but anyway after seeing these flashes in their mind the
receivers could translated those flashes back to letters.
There is fifteen percent of error rate, though.
And the whole transference and translations from binary

codes to flashes and letters to the brain and back and
forth, depending on your
wi-fi connection, can take about an hour or so.
—

—

Wow, I really need one of those,
A perfect telepathic fax machine!
Sounds so simple to use.
By the way, it was a really precise description.
I am impressed!
You must have used a very tiny and sharp pencil, didn’t
you?
—
—
Of course! Now I can see, you were hiding it a bit.
You used a scalpel!
That’s why you could write
as if you were making a surgery.
I couldn’t barely see the lines you spoke.
The stroke you used was so thin, so thin,
that just such a precise knife could have carved them
What a perfect surgery you made!
There was not even space for a single drop of blood
to come out after you traced these lines.
Your words were actually
so precise, so precise
they became invisible!
I suppose if you would write a book,
we would probably think, by naked eye, it had only blank pages.

—
(stamp it on the wall)
—

But let’s say,
if you really want your words
to be visible, and louder from far away,
for christ sake,
you should definitely forget about precision for a second.
Now, imagine if you increase the stroke
of this line that you just traced with your scalpel.
Keep enlarging it,
as your line gets fatter and fatter.
Your line will then become a cylinder.
Now, just keep enlarging it,
until this cylinder gets the diameter
of a tree trunk.
(showing the flute)
Now, that you have a tree trunk in your hand
imagine using this tree trunk to trace a line.
This is in fact my favorite writing tool.
The words get really really blunt, true.
But at least they become visible!
Large!
Your words would gain an expressionist style, so to speak.
You shouldn’t mind the lack of precision, though.
It is all okay, all justified
if you make wide gestures!
Just don’t be shy.
Make it big, make it out there!
—

—

So, what your saying is that my scalpel lacks expression,
while this tree trunk that you’re holding lacks precision.
—

—

Not only that!
Your scalpel makes things too clear,
too clean, you know.
And that’s because your movements
are all contrived, small.
You are moving only your wrist.
—

—
Huh, so, how do you call
all these unintelligible scrawls you’re writing with your
tree trunk?
How do you call this total mess?
Freedom of expression?

—

—

I prefer to call it
opacity.
—

—
Come on, give me a break.

—
(put the stamp and flute back on the table)
(BLACK PAGES)
—

—
—
This reminded me another story
of a civilisation
that lived in a planet without atmosphere.

And because there was no atmosphere,
there was no sound.
Have you ever heard of it?
And because there was no sound,
they have never developed speech.
They communicated through telepathic transmission of
colors.
Again, the phosphenes.
They would see colors
independent from sensorial stimulus.
—

—

And do you believe there is such a thing
as colors independent from senses?
Do you believe there is color when there is no one to look
at?
—

—
Well, in the case of this civilisation,
one of their members eventually goes to Earth
and found quite bizarre how we oscillate
air between us in order to communicate.
He never heard anything before,
so he couldn’t really interpret any change in the
atmosphere as sound.
Sound only exists in our ears.

If a tree falls in the middle of the forest /
and no one’s there, /
does it make any noise? /

If a tree falls in the middle of the forest /
and no one’s there, /
does it make any noise? /

Why would it be different with colors then?
How many reflections there is inside
Michelangelo Pistoletto’s cube of mirrors?
He had to break it with a hammer
in order to find out there was none.
—

—

True.
That tells me that you probably know
the Beige World concept, right?
That underneath all colors,
there is a Beige surface.
The ones that we see
are not physical properties of the objects.
They are more like psychological phantoms.
Look,
(showing the rock)
This is usually the way we see a brick,
but in fact,
when there is no one looking at it
a brick looks like this.
(showing the 3d printed rock)
You can’t probably see what I mean.
—

—
Yeah, you are using the word beige
to describe a colorless brick.
That’s nonsense, dude.

—

—

Indeed!
I feel trapped! Can you see?
But that’s the beauty of it!
Not even,
the greatest escape artist,
was able to get out
from the Beige handcuffs
of language.
—

—
But also in the story
It was supposed to be narrated by one of
the members that never heard anything.
That’s maybe the reason why
this book was never written.
Any attempt of describing another condition
is already-always corrupted by your own:
by your sensory equipment
by your language.

—

That’s what they call
empirical incompleteness.
—

And that’s how anthropologists think, too.
By observing
you are already interfering.

/ By observing
you are already interfering.

And there is no way
to sneak a look without being caught.

/ And there is no way
to sneak a look without being caught

—

—
But that’s not true!

—
No way of erasing yourself completely
out of the picture.
—

There is one way of changing perspective.
And that is still used by some tribes in Amazon.
The winners, after a war,
put themselves in the position of other tribe
by eating their bodies,
and by doing so, they acquire
their culture
their knowledge
and their eyes.
—

—
yummy!

—
All of this talk about how things look
makes me think
about something that I’ve been thinking for a very long time.
Like, we are constantly worrying about how things look,
and how to understand them through how we look at them,
and how they make us look at other things.
So I feel that our understanding of the world relates to a camera.

—

—

—
Well, yes.
We live in a visual world, right?
Where thoughts are made into forms
that are looked at to be understood.
What is exactly your point, then?

—

—

Well, it’s just that, you know,
there is another way of understanding and sorry
Looking at things
like for instance,
I like the motor as an opposition to the camera.
—

—
So you mean in a sense that
instead of looking at the camera
as just a tool for looking through
to look at the camera as a lens
a computer
an optical sensor
a chip
a bundle of plastic
and so on

—

—

yeah,
you’re saying then
we can either decide to put the eye in the hole of the
camera,
or to just look at the display screen from distance.
—

—
You can decide to not even look at the display screen!
I mean, when you put your eye in the hole or

when you look at the display screen,
you are still looking
through
the camera.
the other way is to look
at
the camera, instead.
—

—

I think I got it now.
By looking
through,
the camera becomes an instrument that produces
an image.
(showing the 3D printed rock)
Look at this beautiful photograph!
But by looking
at,
the camera becomes a brick
(showing the rock)
not an instrument,
but a brick,
And it’s a quite heavy one.
(hiding behind the rock)
I can’t see you now!
—

—
But then I have a question:
How important is for the motor to actually work, then?
And how do you know if it works?
If in the end the camera and the motor are just images.

—

—

I see what you mean i see what you mean
but like I see it as different processes
on one hand the motor is really a thing that
produces a certain effect in the world
and it also talks about materiality
while the camera,
and that its where it melts my brains,
the camera is ever present
but never visible.
It’s like you know
something that we can’t see
but it’s always there
—

—
Never visible in the image that it produces
right?

—

—

yeah, exactly but the motor produces
sight, sounds and smells,
so, in a way
while it doesn’t re-present things,
the way that the motor appears in the world
is very much
a thing
, right?
—

—
So PKD died in 1982, before he finished this book called “The
Owl in Daylight”, which is a book he never wrote but outlined
pretty extensively in this one interview with his journalist
friend Gwen Lee, a couple of months before his death.

This book did get released, written not by PKD, but by his
wife. It has nothing to do with the story he described in
the interview.
This was also the tentative title for a biopic about him.
But it never got made.

